
THE IDEAL OKAVANGO DELTA GOSPEL TEACHING CIRCUIT   
The Okavango continues to deliver. From a “Waterworld” of sparkling lagoons and 
reed-fringed channels, John and I drive our 4x4 bakkie into the parched landscapes 
and sandy river beds of northern Botswana. Our adventure reaches its crescendo of 
teaching encounters with an unforgettable response from the bushman tribes among 
Beetsha and Gudigwa.  I now find myself thinking about Kasane as we enter 2019 and 
a journey I never want to end. We thank God for using us to spread the gospel.

New babes in Christ at Beetsha with their 
Setswana Bibles

 

Believers in Gudigwa queue at hippo pool to 
be baptised into Christ

Chief’s son converted, later assists in 
smoothing out misunderstanding with fatherAs light starts to seep through the meru tent, 

sights and smells of the bush begin to  
connect us intimately to our surroundings. 

Tendrils of mist waft above the hippo pool, while 
the  sun’s  warmth  fills  the  air  with  heady aromas     
of wild basil, baked dust and elephant dung. 
 John and I have been teaching in Beetsha, the 
village of his birth. With great anticipation, we 
drive into Gudigwa, park the 4x4 and begin     
walking the length of the village. Three locals have 
recently been killed while walking the sandy road 
to collect water. A meeting between the tribal 
chief and the villagers is underway of the morning 
as we arrive. As we await our turn to approach the 
chief, the entire village leaves the meeting and 
sits before us, eager to hear the gospel. The chief, 
with Knobkerrie in hand, runs over and charges 
us with an unlawful gathering. After threatening 
us with dispersal, John apologises in the       
bushman dialect and we continue teaching until 
a great number obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus.
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Kasane northern 
Botswana

Work Expenses 
Jan-Mar 2019  

Low season Rates 
$3750         
(Shortfall $1725)

FUNDS REQUIRED BY 15 JAN 
FLIGHTS JOBURG TO MAUN, 
4X4 HIRE TO KASANE
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Bushman from salt pans who has never 
stepped into water previously is baptised


